The Legacy Katherine Webb

The Perfume Garden

In the depths of a harsh winter, following the death of their grandmother, Erica Calcott and her sister Beth return to Storton Manor, a grand and imposing Wiltshire house where they spent their summers as children. The house is now empty, and Erica and Beth are torn between their longing for the past and their desire to face the present.

The Vanishing Act of Esme Lennox

When twelve-year-old Esme Lennox vanishes without a trace, her younger sister, Isadora, becomes the prime suspect in her disappearance. As the police investigate, Isadora must confront the secrets that have been hidden in their family for generations. Only by facing the truth can Isadora hope to find her sister and bring peace to their family once again.

The Daughters of Foxcote Manor

No one has ever truly understood the mysteries of the Foxcote family. It is said that the women of Foxcote Manor possess an extraordinary power. After her mother, who taught her the art of fragrance-making, passes away, London's leading perfumier, Emma Temple, pregnant and alone, is guided by a series of letters and a key that will lead her to the truth.

The Daughters of Foxcote Manor

The Vanishing Act of Esme Lennox

Robinson, the wife of his father's business partner. But then he falls in love with a woman closer to his own age: Mrs. Robinson's daughter. A scathingly entertaining tale of idealism and materialism, corruption and conformity, The Graduate is a classic American novel about the conflicts of generations.

When they secretly adopt a baby girl, Irene, their life together must surely be complete. Irene grows up knowing that she is different from other children, but no one will tell her the full truth. Putting hopes of marriage and children behind, they make their way in a world that is not yet ready to accept them.

The Night Before Alice

When nineteen-year-old Alice Copeman becomes pregnant, she is forced by her father and stepmother to give up the baby. She simply cannot be allowed to bring shame upon her family. But all is not lost, and a series of unexpected events will change her life forever.
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The Night Before Alice
Beautiful and gripping' LIBBY PAGE, bestselling author of The Lido

'A heartwrenching and beautifully written page-turner' SUSAN ELLIOT WRIGHT

'No one does dark family secrets like Hannah Richell... But can you ever heal the wounds of the past? A spellbinding family drama about sisterhood, secrets and forgiveness - this is a truly unforgettable read.'

***

Readers are being swept away by The River Home:

Towards her youngest child. And Margot, who left home eight years ago under a black cloud, is forced to come face to face with her darkness... As the family come together for a week of celebration and confrontation, their relationships are stretched to breaking point. But can you ever heal the wounds of the past? A spellbinding family drama about sisterhood, secrets and forgiveness - this is a truly unforgettable read. ***


The Shape of Darkness

Laura Purcell

As the age of the photograph dawns in Victorian Bath, silhouette artist Agnes is struggling to keep her business afloat. Still recovering from a serious illness herself, making enough money to support her ailing father and her younger half-sister is a struggle. But Agnes is determined to make her mark in the world of silhouettes, and when she stumbles upon a clue to the unsolved apothecary murders that have afflicted Bath for years, she seizes her chance to prove herself. But Agnes and Pearl quickly discover that instead they may have opened the door to something that they can never put back.

The House at Riverton

Pearl

Seeking an answer, Agnes approaches Pearl, a child spirit medium lodging in Bath with her older half-sister and her ailing father, hoping that if Pearl can make contact with those who died, they might reveal who killed them. But Agnes and Pearl are soon drawn deeper into the mystery, and the more they learn, the more they realize that the truth is not what they thought it was... And the truth is...